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Record rates of employee resignations and new job openings mean that employers are facing stiff competition when hiring 
and retaining employees. The pandemic showcased the need for benefits that help employees manage their finances, such 
as financial wellness (FW) programs. The ensuing economic recovery—characterized by an increasingly competitive job 
market and strong wage growth—highlighted the importance of all benefits, including retirement accounts, equity 
compensation plans and increasingly popular HSAs. 

While traditional benefits, such as tax-advantaged 401(k) and 403(b) retirement accounts, remain essential, other benefits 
are growing in importance as well. Our survey data shows that interest in financial wellness programs has swelled 
significantly in the past few years: 

• In CI’s survey of U.S. employees, about 40% of our respondents reported having access to a workplace FW program, 
up from 14% in our 2018 survey. 

• Among employees who do not have access to a workplace FW program, 85% expressed interest in their employer 
adding one, up from 53% in our 2018 survey.  

Healthcare costs are an increasing concern to Americans; while workers have historically been slow to adopt HSAs, the tide 
is seemingly turning. The total amount of HSA assets has more than doubled in the last four years, while the number of 
HSAs has done the same in just three. Our survey shows that interest in HSAs is on the rise, with 50% of respondents 
assigning them top-two box importance (i.e., deeming them either “very important” or “extremely important”).  

Employers fighting to retain talent are showing renewed interest in equity-compensation plans, such as stock plans. Our 
survey shows that equity plan participants regard this offering highly. When we asked respondents to rate the importance 
of 12 different workplace benefits, equity plan participants ranked these plans first in importance, with a 74% top-two box 
importance rating. 

In this competitive marketplace, customers are often won and lost through digital experiences. Firms that invest in 
platforms offering strong UX and robust capabilities will enhance the value of their benefits, increase employee engagement 
and drive better financial outcomes. 

Here are five tips for creating a leading workplace finance digital user experience from Corporate Insight’s retirement and 
workplace finance team: 

 

FIRMS SHOULD ENSURE FINANCIAL WELLNESS ASSESSMENTS FOSTER A 
POSITIVE, ENCOURAGING EXPERIENCE 
A well-designed financial wellness assessment personalizes a financial wellness curriculum to target an individual’s 
financial situation and establish a wellness score or rating that serves as a baseline metric to measure their progress. 
Financial wellness assessments are a highly personal experience that incorporate information that may feel hard to discuss. 
Firms offering these assessments should thus be mindful of the tone of the questions they ask. To this end, they should 
also seek to provide supportive feedback—and, whenever possible, positive reinforcement—as participants submit 
responses. 

One firm that performs particularly well in this area: LifeCents. When participants report difficulties, the firm responds with 
messages assuring them that they have come to the right place for help and that many of their peers face similar challenges. 
When participants’ responses indicate something is good, but not great, the firm acknowledges the positives with tips to 
improve. For example, the firm responds to participants who report sporadic savings behaviors with a message that 
commends their saving before providing recommendations to become a habitual saver. When participants report 
achievements or positive behaviors, the firm awards them points or milestones. 

https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/job-offers
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/06/hot-job-market-and-great-resignation-persist-despite-recession-threat.html
https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Statistics-Trends-and-Reports/NationalHealthExpendData/NHE-Fact-Sheet
https://www.devenir.com/wp-content/uploads/2020-Year-End-Devenir-HSA-Research-Report-Executive-Summary.pdf
https://corporateinsight.com/hsa-employee-survey-interest-on-rise/
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/compensation/pages/companies-ramp-up-stock-compensation-to-compete-for-talent.aspx
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LifeCents Financial Wellness Assessment 

 

Peer comparisons can serve as positive feedback for participants who are 
performing well and can motivate underperforming participants to catch up to their 
peer group. However, it is important to note that because peer comparisons can also 
be disheartening for those who are far behind their peers, firms should be strategic 
in the way they integrate peer comparisons. Empower takes an interesting approach 
to its peer comparisons, using them only as evidence that participants who report 
difficulties, like a lack of emergency savings, are not alone in their struggles. 

 

  

Empower Next Step Evaluator Tool 
Peer Comparisons 
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PROVIDERS SHOULD LEVERAGE ACCOUNT AGGREGATION TOOLS TO OFFER 
STRONG FINANCIAL PLANNING AND BUDGETING CAPABILITIES 
Consumers increasingly expect interconnected digital experiences that work collaboratively and allow them to easily share 
information; thus, digital platforms should allow participants to link their external financial accounts—including their 
external workplace benefit accounts—and integrate that information into budgeting and planning tools. Account 
aggregation tools incorporate outside account information to help participants uncover key insights about their spending 
and organize their short-term finances; this can also encourage repeat visits to the site. Our survey shows that financial 
wellness program participants value these tools, as about 76% of respondents deem them “very important” or “extremely 
important.”  

Account aggregation tools use automated transaction downloads—a key advantage over traditional financial planning 
tools. This functionality can help present a more accurate view of participants’ actual spending versus target and budgeted 
amounts and can also help ensure all expenses are accounted for—reducing user error. One firm that stands out in this 
area: BrightDime. The firm provides a robust budgeting tool that provides a breakdown of employees’ budgets (i.e., income, 
spending and remaining balance) and offers a list of transactional data which is automatically scraped from participants’ 
aggregated accounts. Participants can view a unique heat map visual that displays their spending per category and notes 
whether they are in range with their average spending. 

 
BrightDime Budgeting Tool  

 

Still, firms that leverage account aggregation tools should consider providing additional financial planning tools for 
participants who do not feel comfortable linking their external accounts. For example, Fidelity provides budgeting 
capabilities through its account aggregation tool and offers a simpler standalone tool. 
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Fidelity Ful l  View Tool (Top) and Standalone Tool 

 

FIRMS SHOULD CUSTOMIZE DIGITAL EXPERIENCES TO REFLECT PARTICIPANTS’ 
CIRCUMSTANCES AND PREFERENCES 
Customization options and personalized elements offer diverse benefits. By personalizing site content, firms can ensure 
that featured educational content, recommended next steps and advice are applicable to participants. Alternatively, 
customization options give participants the opportunity to modify sites to fit their preferences. Importantly, highly 
personalized and customizable sites can encourage participants to become personally invested in the digital experience, 
thereby driving engagement and potentially improving participant outcomes. 

Because homepages are typically the first page participants encounter, they provide an ideal opportunity for customization. 
TIAA excels in this area, allowing participants to choose a background image from several aesthetically pleasing options. 
Participants can also decide whether the page displays account data by plan, employer, or contract and name. Participants 
also have the option to enter a name of their choosing; the site will then use that name in the future to greet and address 
the participant. 
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TIAA Homepage Customization Options 

 

Financial wellness providers stand out for leveraging gamification techniques—typically through financial wellness 
assessments and quizzes—to personalize content and ensure recommendations are relevant to the participant’s specific 
circumstances. Pairing gamification with a learner-centered mindset can help ensure content is relevant to participants; if 
participants consistently receive recommended resources that are irrelevant to them, they may begin to disengage with a 
program altogether. Financial Fitness Group uniquely provides a Need Help Picking a Course? feature—which appears on 
most areas of the site—that allows participants to answer several questions regarding their areas of interest and knowledge 
levels to view personalized content recommendations. 
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Financial Fitness Group Need Help Picking a Course? Feature 

 

HSA PROVIDERS SHOULD FOCUS ON ENHANCING THE MOBILE EXPERIENCE 
Mobile apps are critical to the overall HSA digital experience; responses to our recent HSA 
participant survey show that the mobile app is the most common way respondents access 
their HSAs, with 78% of participants logging in via apps within the previous 12 months. 
Digital preferences align with usage data, as a plurality of respondents rate the mobile app 
as the most important HSA digital platform. HSA apps generally offer core functionality 
and key account data to sufficiently inform participants. Still, firms should look to innovate 
their apps with newer capabilities that leverage interactive technology for unique on the 
go capabilities. 

Lists of eligible expenses or links to HSA stores are common across HSA apps, but Bank 
of America, Fidelity and Further stand out for their convenient expense scanner tools, 
which allow participants to use the device camera to scan product barcodes and see if 
items are deemed eligible. This is a particularly useful tool for mobile users looking to 
purchase items at pharmacies and grocery stores.  

  

Bank of America Mobile App 
Eligible Expense Scanner 

https://corporateinsight.com/hsa-employee-survey-interest-on-rise/
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Fidelity leads the pack with its mobile help resources. The firm offers a virtual assistant 
that can receive requests via speech recognition, messages (via an on-screen keyboard) 
and built in prompts. Participants can also easily initiate live chat from the virtual 
assistant. These features improve accessibility and optimize follow-up methods for each 
journey.  

Speed and convenience are paramount to the mobile channel. With this in mind, it is 
important that firms empower participants by giving them access to non-sensitive 
account information directly on the app landing screen without requiring them to log in. 
For example, Optum Bank participants can enable an Account Preview feature, allowing 
them to view a snapshot of account information pre-login. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EQUITY COMPENSATION PLAN PROVIDERS SHOULD OFFER GUIDED EDUCATIONAL 
RESOURCES TO BETTER INFORM PARTICIPANTS 
While employees interact with equity-compensation plans less often than other financial accounts—such as their credit 
card, checking and brokerage accounts—digital capabilities still serve as an opportunity to engage participants with their 
plans and enhance their perceptions of their workplace benefit providers. However, managing equity compensation plans 
can be nuanced and complex, so participants may not feel confident navigating the different options available to them. 
Straightforward step-by-step instructions for common tasks can help participants use their accounts more effectively, move 
forward with decisions confidently and motivate them to engage more with their accounts.  

Providing guidance for common tasks and site features—especially those related to more complex features like 
transactions—can help familiarize participants with key processes and lessen the strain on customer service channels. 
Most providers offer visual guides and video tutorials that depict digital processes with screenshots explaining the steps 
involved. To stand out, providers should look to incorporate interactive demos containing clickable images with text 
instructions for individual tasks. These resources are ideal as they invite participants to engage with content at their own 
pace. 

Fidelity Mobile App Virtual 
Assistant  
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Carta Interactive Demo 

 

WORKPLACE FINANCE RESEARCH SERVICES FROM CORPORATE INSIGHT 
Regardless of the various workplace benefits and employer-sponsored accounts made available to employees, one thing 
is abundantly clear: Holistic digital experiences that allow employees to account for their entire financial, insurance and 
benefits portfolio is crucial not only to drive positive retirement readiness and financial wellbeing outcomes, but also to 
boost employee engagement and build a stronger relationship between the employee, the employer and their retirement 
and benefits providers. To learn more about how your organization can provide more meaningful and impactful digital 
experiences to your employees or customers, visit Corporate Insight’s Workplace Finance Research Services page or 
contact Corporate Insight at interest@corporateinsight.com.  

 

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcorporateinsight.com%2Fworkplace-finance-research-services%2F&data=04%7C01%7C%7C1c04cf0c6f3a4897a55608d98767daae%7Ca74fa74c31324cb58e1e9f19902ebe85%7C0%7C0%7C637689702407961344%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=f9qqsnpUaJ7GOrmG6%2Fv4wBVI9x%2FJjCi66yCTI0tGZ%2F0%3D&reserved=0
mailto:interest@corporateinsight.com
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